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Abstract. We describe an algorithm for the numerical resolution of elasto-plastic

deformations in the context of antiplane shear models. The algorithm is a second-

order Godunov method. For these models the eigenvalues associated to the hyper-

bolic system are discontinuous. We test the algorithm on several examples.

We also describe an algorithm for the resolution of the corresponding Riemann

problems.

1. Introduction. The deformations of materials are described by a system of partial

differential equations. Some of these equations, constitutive laws, are particular to

the material and describe the reaction of the material to changes on the stress. For

elasto-plastic materials, the deformation could be reversible (elastic) or irreversible

(plastic). Which of the two types of deformation occurs is determined by the past

history of the material point and whether the material is loading (an appropriate

measure of total stress is increasing) or unloading (the total stress is decreasing).

The two possible descriptions of the deformation can be viewed as a change in the

constitutive laws when the total stress reaches a maximum value determined by the

past history of the material. We refer to this maximum value as the yield stress. As

we will show later, the change in the constitutive laws introduces some difficulties in

the numerical resolution of elasto-plastic deformations.

The model we consider is a one-dimensional simplification of the antiplane shear

model presented by Schaeffer in [9], In particular, we consider materials with harden-

ing, for which the yield stress increases along a plastic deformation. For deformations

that are not too large, the system of partial differential equations is hyperbolic. Two

features of this model are: (i) shocks are not admissible in plastic regions; and (ii)

a loss of hyperbolicity which is associated with the creation of shear bands. The

lack of shocks in the plastic region is also observed in a model studied by Ting [13].

Trangenstein and Pember [14] studied a similar problem for one-dimensional elasto-

plastic solids modeled by Antman and Szymczak [1], For this model, they observed

plastic shocks during compression.
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In this paper we describe an algorithm for the numerical resolution of elasto-plastic

deformations in the context of antiplane shear models. The algorithm is tested using

several examples. One of the difficulties in the numerical resolution of elasto-plastic

deformations is the discontinuity in the eigenvalues and eigenvectors associated to

the system. This discontinuity is introduced by the change of constitutive laws at

the yield point. Our algorithm is a second-order Godunov method and is designed

to solve these difficulties. We also include the description of an algorithm for the

numerical resolution of the Riemann problem.

2. The model. In [9] Schaeffer discusses a model for granular flow in two space

dimensions. The model is interpreted as three-dimensional antiplane shearing. The

variables in this model are the x3 -component of the velocity vector, u, and the

components of the Cauchy stress tensor, T:j, a = T3l and r = Tn . All the other

components of the stress tensor and velocity vector vanish. In the antiplane shear

model the variables are functions of t, x{ , and x2. A reduced system for deforma-

tions with dependency on only one direction, x , is given by the system of equations

dtu = c2dxa,

dt(a + H(y)) = dxu, (1)

dt(r-aH(y)) = 0.

Here we have approximated the yield surface by the tangent plane and made an

appropriate choice of coordinates. The yield stress, y, is considered as a history

parameter and is subject to a dynamical evolution

( d.(a + at)I, if a + at = y,
d,y=\' + ., . / (2)

if a + ax < y,

where d\+ = d if d > 0 and d| = 0 if d < 0. We notice that the system

(1)(2) is in conservation form even though the full two-dimensional system of [9] is

not. Following the notation in [9], we say that the material is loading if dty > 0;

otherwise, the material is unloading.

An interpretation of H(y) is given by comparing system (1)(2) with the full two-

dimensional system of Schaeffer [9], In this case H'(y) is analogous to the inverse of

the hardening modulus. In what follows, H(y) will satisfy the convexity condition

H"{y) > 0 when y < y for some y < +00 . Some examples are:

,-1

(i) H\y) = a\

(ii) H\y) = a2(b - y)~ ,

(iii) H\y) = a2(b-y)~l/2,

(iv) H'(y) = a2(y - b),

where a and b are material parameters. The first three cases are applicable to

granular flow [9], [10]. If H(y) is given by (3-iv), then system (1) with a — 0
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reduces to a model for longitudinal deformation discussed by Lee [7], In this setting,

the variables of the system are velocity and stress in the x-direction.

Next we calculate the characteristic speeds of (1). For a continuous solution
U

(U, y), with U = (a), we have

(4)

with

ifloadin8

I 0 if unloading

and a history of parameter evolution:

yt-
(a + ax)t\+ if loading

0 if unloading

or y(x, t) = max{(r(x, s) + ar(x, s) for s < t} .

If we write (4) as AUt = DUx , the eigenvalues associated to system (4) are defined

as those values of A for which the matrix XA - D has zero determinant. An easy

algebraic calculation shows that the eigenvalues are A = 0 and X = ±CsJr\ with

1 - ka
1 =   — ITT ■ (6)

1 + (1 — a )k

The eigenvalues are real whenever

-1 , 1 r 2 ,<k < —.r if a < 1
2 ^ 2

I — a a

k < 1 if a2 = 1,

k < —= or k > — if a > 1 .
L L \a a — I

2
In the antiplane shear model, a is small. Therefore, we can safely assume that a <

2  j  2
1. In this case the system is hyperbolic if k(y) satisfies —(a — 1) < k(y) < a

As explained by Schaeffer [9] the loss of hyperbolicity in the particular case k =
 2

a can be associated with the development of shear bands in the material. The
2  i

other case, in which k decreases to (a - 1) , would produce waves with infinite

speed in general. For hardening functions that satisfy H"(y) > 0, it is irrelevant

since dtk(y) — k'(y)yt > 0 from (5).

3. Rarefactions. For continuous solutions we write system (1), while it is hyper-

bolic, as

Ut+BUx = 0, (7)
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mid-wave

left-wave right-wave

Fig. 1. Wave families

where

(8)

-1

1 +(1 -a2)k

0 c2{l + (l-a2)k)

1 -ak 0

ak 0

The eigenvalues of B are -Cs/rj, 0,and Cy/rj, with corresponding right eigenvectors

( c\fn \

R =
rj

ak

VfT-in J

CsJT]

R+= | -17. |. (9)

-17=?,

We refer to the waves associated to the eigenvalues -Cy/rj, 0, and c^/rj as the left-

waves, mid-waves, and right-waves respectively (see Fig. 1).

We write the gradient vector as V = (d/du, dido, d/dx). We say that the wave

family associated to the eigenvalue-eigenvector pair {X, R) is genuinely nonlinear in

a domain if R • VA / 0 for all states in that domain. We say that the wave family

is linearly degenerate in a domain if R ■ VA = 0 for all states in that domain (see

Smoller [12]).

Proposition 1. The mid-wave family is linearly degenerate and the left- and right-

wave families are genuinely nonlinear during loading whenever H'(y) < a~2 and

0.
Proof. For the mid-wave family V/l = 0 and therefore this family is linearly

degenerate. For the right-wave family we write

V* = V(C^=^V, = ^V,.

During unloading VA = 0 and the right-wave family is also linearly degenerate.

During loading, y = a + ax . Therefore Vy — (t). Moreover, from (6), dr\/dy =
a

-k'/{l + (1 -a2)k)2. Thus

R-VA=  °^k j 2' (10)

2(1 — a k)(\ + (1 - a )k)
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where k'(y) = H"(y) during loading and k'(y) - 0 during unloading. Relation (10)

holds also for left-waves. The assumptions on H(y) imply that /?>VA ^ 0 and

therefore the left- and right-wave families are genuinely nonlinear. □

Let (A, R) be an eigenvalue-eigenvector pair associated to a genuinely nonlin-

ear wave family. For this family, a nonlinear centered rarefaction wave is a one-

parameter family of states U(£), £ = (x - x0)/(f - t0), described by du/d£, = R,

where R is a normalization of R such that R • VA = 1 . For nonlinear centered

rarefaction waves, we can write the eigenvalues as functions of £ by A = A( £/(£)).

We differentiate with respect to £ to obtain d^/dS, = VA-dU/d£ = 1. Therefore

A(£) = £, and |A| = cjr\ must decrease in the direction of increasing time.

Proposition 2. Let H(y) satisfy H"(y) > 0 for y < y^ . Then a increases along

a nonlinear centered rarefaction wave in forward time; that is, at > 0.

Proof. From (9) we see that da/diI = ?//(/?• VA) > 0. Therefore we may choose

a as the wave parameter. We write ^ • Now, during loading y = a+ax and

therefore dy/da = 1 + adx/do. From (9), along a rarefaction, we have dx/do =
2 2

ak/( 1 - a k) and thus dy/do = 1 + adx/da = 1/(1 - a k). During unloading

dy/da - 0.
Since rj is given in terms of k(y), differentiation with respect to y gives dt]/dy =

—k'/((l + (1 - a2)k)2). Therefore, drj/da = -k'/((I + (1 - a2)k)2( 1 - a2k)) < 0 .

Along a nonlinear rarefaction wave, |A| = Cy/rj must decrease in the direction of

increasing time. Therefore, from the previous inequality, we see that a is increasing

in the direction of increasing time, along a nonlinear rarefaction wave. □

4. Shocks. Let A be an eigenvalue associated to a genuinely nonlinear wave family.

We define a nonlinear shock as a jump discontinuity in (U, y) that satisfies the Lax

entropy condition for admissibility. This condition states that for 5 the speed of the

shock and for ((UL, yL) and (UR, yR)) the states on the left and on the right of the

shock, the double inequality

^{UL,yL)<s <X{UR,yR)

must be satisfied.

We will show that nonlinear shocks (during plastic deformations) do not exist.

For a shock with speed s ^ 0, we write (Ua, ya) as the state after the shock and

(Ub , yb) as the state before the shock, in the direction of increasing time.

Theorem 3. We assume that H"{y) > 0 and H'(y) > 0. Then there are no nonlin-

ear shocks such that (Ua, ya) is a plastic state.

Proof. If (Ua, ya) is a plastic state, we have ya> yb. In this case, since drj/dy =

-k'/((1 + (1 - a2)k)2), we have

ma,ya)\<mb,yb)\.
Therefore any nonlinear shock would violate the Lax entropy condition for shock

admissibility. □

Theorem 3 shows that during loading there are no shock waves. During unloading

the material is linear and all the wave families are contact discontinuities of speed

s = X(UL,yL) = X(UR,yR).
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For the remainder of this paper we will consider a function H(y) which is mono-

tone nondecreasing (H1 > 0) and convex (//" > 0). If we were to allow H\y) < 0

for some values of y, we would introduce plastic waves that travel at speeds faster

than the elastic waves. In this case, elastic-to-plastic shocks would exist as well as

multiple solutions associated to this type of shock wave. We are only interested in

deformations where the plastic waves are slower than the elastic waves.

5. Wave curves. The mid-wave is a contact discontinuity. It is described by the

relations [u] = [o] = 0 with [t] and [y] as free parameters.

We continue with a description on the left- and right-waves. With respect to time,

we denote by (Ub, yb) the state before a wave has passed and by (Ua, ya) the state

after the wave has passed. As shown in the previous sections, when oa < ab, the

waves are linear and we have the following relations for the wave speed s and the

states at both sides of the wave,

[u] = c[a], [t] = [y] = 0, s =-c, for left waves and ^

[u] = -c[a], [t] = [7] = 0, s = c, for right waves.

For oa> ob, we parameterize the rarefaction curves by o . Thus the states (U, y)

on the rarefaction will satisfy the differential equations

du . . , c , . . . ,
_ = (+/_)_ left/right

dx ak

do ~ \-a2k

dy J during loading

do [o during unloading.

In general these curves fail to be continuously differentiable, C1 , at the point of

transition from elastic to plastic deformation. We should observe that (12) also

applies to (11) where oa < ob and t] = 1 . Therefore (12) describes the complete

wave curves. We further notice that integrating the last two equations in (12), along

plastic loading, we obtain

[y]-a[H{y)} = [a] and [r] = «[//(?)].

Thus we can write the wave curves as

[u\ = {+/-) J y== dyj left/right

( a[H(y)] during loading

^ ^ | 0 during unloading.

[y] =
[cr] + a2[H{y)] during loading

0 during unloading.

6. Riemann solver. A Riemann problem is the initial value problem defined by a

state in which the material on the left of the origin, x < 0, is in a constant state,

UL, and likewise for x > 0, the material is in a constant state, UR. In the next
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section we will describe an algorithm for the resolution of the hyperbolic system

(1). This algorithm is of Godunov type. The resolution of Riemann problems is a

fundamental step in algorithms of this type [15, 6] as well as other methods (e.g., the

random choice method [3, 5, 8], front tracking [2, 5], ...).

In this section we will describe an algorithm for the numerical resolution of the

Riemann problem. In general, the numerical algorithms for the solution of hyperbolic

systems can also make use of approximate solutions to Riemann problems. Following

this reason, we will also describe a linearized version of this Riemann solver.

The lack of C1 continuity on the wave curves at the yield point is also seen as

a jump on the slopes, across a rarefaction wave, from an elastic to a plastic state,

in forward time. Let (Ub, yb) be an elastic state and (\Ja, ya) a plastic state. We

parameterize the rarefaction wave as (U(s), y(s)), sb < s < sa . If for s0, sb < s0 <

sa > (^0)' y('vo)) is ^e first state in time on the yield surface, we have

lim A2(U(s) , y(s)) = c2 ± lim ^2(U(s), y(s)).

In the (x, Z)-plane the rarefaction fan consists of an elastic linear wave, followed

by a plastic (nonlinear) rarefaction and a constant state (U{s0), y(s0)) between both

waves (see Fig. 2).

In this situation we can think of the right- and left-waves, each as a group of two

waves, one elastic and the other plastic. In the case of a purely elastic or plastic

deformation one of these two waves would be trivial, having zero strength.

Given the initial left and right states (U®, y°L) and (UR, y°R), the solution of the

Riemann problem consists of two groups of waves (left and right) each consisting of

a fast elastic wave and a slow plastic wave with three constant states. The final states

UL R correspond to two different material points with possibly different history (y

and t) and identical velocity and directional stress a (see Fig. 3 on p. 296).

We define the functional

r/ rr0 0 rr0 0, 1, TT0 (k 2, Tj0 0- ,1/1XF(a -,UL,yL; UR , yR) = uL{o; UL , yL) - uR(a ; UR , yR) (14)

Fig. 2. Elastic-plastic rarefaction
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where

and

Fig. 3. Riemann problem

2 0 , rr0 0, 2 0 / rr° °\
ul = ul + <P{°; UL, yL), uR — uR — <p{cr; UR, yR),

w (15>
where y = y(a) is given implicitly by the third equation of

dtp _ c

da \fiKv) '
d t ak{y)

d<? 1 — a2k(y)

dy 1

(16)

da 1 - a2k(y) '

From the definition of rj (5)(6) we observe that the right-hand side of (16) is discon-

tinuous at the point of transition from elastic to plastic deformation. An important

consequence of this fact is that any attempt to linearize (16) at states near yield could

fail since the right-hand side of (16) changes abruptly. This is of particular interest

when designing numerical algorithms for the resolution of system (1)(2).

A solution of the Riemann problem corresponds to a root of

F{a;U0L,y0L-,U°R,y0R) = 0. (17)

It is worthwhile noticing that ^ ; U°L, y0L) + ; UR, yR) > 0 and there-

fore, if there is a solution of (17), it will be unique.

For a* such that F{a*; U°L , y°L , UR , y°R) = 0 the solution of the Riemann prob-

lem is given by

2 * 2 *
aL~° aR ~ °

2 0, , * tt° °\ 2 0 / * rfO 0,
UL = UL + ° ^ L ' VL) UR = UR~ > UR '

10 10
yL = yL vR = vr

10 10
tl ~ tl XR — tr

and the other components are found during the integration of (16).

For certain initial states the Riemann problem fails to have a solution. To explain

this, consider initial left and right states that are close to the yield surface. If the

wave curves from the left and right states approach each other in the direction of
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increasing stress, we may reach the shear point before the wave curves intersect. This

is seen from integrating (16) along a path of plastic loading.

If we define O(y) by 0(y(cr)) = <p(a), we see that

d<& = (1 + (1 -a)H\y)){,1(\ -aH\y))X'2 dy. (18)

In the appendix we show how the shear point is reached for finite values of a for

different types of H(y). In order to illustrate the nonexistence of solutions of the

Riemann problem for some initial data, we now consider a particular case. We

assume that a ^ 0 and there is a finite value yp of the yield stress at which the

material fails due to shear, that is H\yp) = a~ (see the appendix for a more

detailed description). From (13) we can write

y-y° = o -<J°ax + a(H{y) - H{yQ)) (19)

where (U° = I a° ] , y°) is the initial state and — y° + ar° is the maximum
\ T° /

value of a for which a state on the wave curve through (U°, y°) is in the elastic

regime. In (19) we solve for a and we find crp , the maximum allowed stress before

shear failure,

= yP - a2(H{yp) - H(y0)) - ar0.

Integrating (18) during loading we obtain

ry{o)

(p{a) = p(<70) + / {\ + (\-a2)H\y))XI2{\-a1H\y))Xlldy, (20)
Jy0

which defines tp(a) for a < ap . Furthermore <p(op) is bounded and lim^^^ cp\a) =

+oo. Under these circumstances it is possible that the wave curves through the left

and right states do not intersect and the corresponding Riemann problem has no so-

lution. In Fig. 4 we show the projection on the (a, «)-plane of wave curves through

initial states (UL, yL) and (UR, yR) that do not intersect in the hyperbolic region.

aL cRmax max

Fig. 4. Riemann problem with no solution
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®(Y°) °(Yr)

Fig. 5. Approximate Riemann problem

As was mentioned earlier, the loss of hyperbolicity in system (1) is associated with

the formation of shear bands in the material. In this article we consider only the

case when the system is hyperbolic. It suffices to mention that for data for which the

solution fails to exist, it is possible to nonetheless solve the problem by introducing

a shear band, whose evolution is governed by separate equations. For a model of the

shear band evolution proposed by Schaeffer [9], some preliminary analytical [11] and

numerical [4] work has been performed.

An approximate Riemann solver. In some circumstances, only an approximation

to the solution of a Riemann problem is needed. We now describe a Linearized

Riemann Solver. As has been shown in the previous section, any linearization of the

Riemann problem may offer solutions for specific left and right states for which the

material actually moves into failure. Nevertheless, away from the shear points, and

for initial states that are close enough, the approximation is still valuable for certain

problems.

The nonlinearity of the system in loading is given by the hardening-related function

H(y). Given left and right states (UL, y°) and (UR , , we simplify the Riemann

problem by linearizing H(y). We think of the left and right states as two material

points with different histories. Then we linearize H(y), on each side, about y°L and

yR respectively. The wave curves given by (13) or (16) are piecewise linear (with

two components, see Fig. 5), but with different slopes. In particular for elastic states,

k(y) = 0, and for plastic states k(y) = k(y°L) on the left side and k(y) = k(yR) on

the right side.

The function F(o; U°L, yL; UR, y°R) as defined in (14) is affine on a . The root

a* of (17) always exists and can be solved explicitly. The rest of the algorithm

follows as in the nonlinear case.

7. Hyperbolic solver. In this section we describe a numerical algorithm to compute

solutions to system (1-2). We will follow a formulation in the spirit of Yee [18, 17]

of a method that is of MUSCL type and is second-order accurate on time and space.
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t = (n+l)\t

t = n At

x = (j-l) Ax x=j Ax x = (j+l)Ax

Fig. 6. Grid cells

To describe the algorithm, first we write system (1) as

G(U)t + F(U)x = 0 (21)

U

with G{U) = ( °+"(y) ) and F{U) = ( lu ).
z-aH(y) o

We write U" as the numerical approximation to the average of the solution to

system (1) in the interval (jAx, (j + l)Ax) at time t = nAt (see Fig. 6).

We assume { U" }j to be known for all values of j, and we want to evaluate { Uj+1} ..

We denote by U.+ } the constant state at the cell edge given by x = (j + 1 )Ax. At

this point we will assume these states to be known for the sake of the following

argument. The rest of this section will be devoted to obtaining such states.

Integrating the conservation law (21) on the y'th cell we obtain an algorithm for

the calculation of U"+l :

G([/;+l) = G(Uj) - - F(U"*f)) = G(Uj) + F" . (22)

n+ 1
At this point two issues remain to be solved: (i) how to obtain the states U ?

at the cell edges; and (ii) how to obtain U"+l from (22) once are known.
J J+ 2 J

n+-
We start with (b) assuming that we know {U. ,2},. We notice that G(U) = U

J~r 2 J

only while U is an elastic state. A first idea would be to work with the conserved

quantities (a + H(y), r - aH(y)) instead of stresses. However, this selection of

variables brings some oscillations in the numerical calculations due to the fact that

the history parameter is given in terms of the stresses and we will need to invert the

conserved quantities into stresses. We choose to work with stresses and provide an

easy algorithm for the updating. Given a state (U°, y°), we calculate the maximum

stress allowed for an elastic state, a^ax = y° - ai° . The second and third equations

in (22) are of the type:

al +H(yl) = a° + H(y0) + fa,

r1 - aH(yl) = r °-aH(y°).
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If a° + fa < a°ax , the deformation is still elastic and we can write

10,. 10 10
a = a +fa, t — z , y = y .

Otherwise we split f into an elastic f = er° - a0 and a plastic flux f = f - f .
r j a j e max ^ J p J o J e

The elastic flux is absorbed to reach the yield point by an elastic deformation. Then

a plastic deformation follows:

c' + H(yl) — cr^ax + H(y°) + fp ,

t' -aH(yl) = r°-aH{y°), (23)

1 1 , 1
y = a + ocx .

Thus we need to solve the implicit equation in yl :

!(/) = / + ( 1 - a2)H(y[) = y° + (1 - a)H(y°) + fp . (24)

Since a2 < 1 and H\y) > 0, we observe that dlL/dy = 1 + (1 - a2)H\y) > 0. The

monotonicity of I(y) makes the numerical resolution of (23) trivial. Once y' is

known, we obtain o1 and t1 from (23).
n+i

We now give a description of how to obtain U ,2 . We first find the states on the
J+ 2

jth cell at an intermediate time by an iteration of Godunov type:

G(U= G(Uj) + ^(.F(UR*) - F{UL])) (25)

where UL* and UR* are chosen to satisfy

G{UL*) = G(U") - gj/2 and G(UR*) = G(Uj) + gj/2, (26)

and gj is defined by

g] = ave(C/"+1 - U" , U" - U"_x).

The ave function, introduced by Van Leer [16] is defined as

0 if ab < 0 or a(a — b) < 0

2 sign(a) min{|a|, \b\, \a - b|} otherwise.

n+ 1
We use Uj 1 as the first step toward building a Godunov integration (22) where the

n+ ^
flux is conserved. We determine the state (7 _,2 as the (exact or linearized) solution

on the ray x = jAx of the Riemann problem with initial states {UL -, UR}) defined

implicitly by

ave( a, b) = |

GiULj) = G{U"^) + and G{URj) = G(U"+^) - y .

8. Numerical calculations. In the following sections we will show several examples

of numerical experiments on test problems.

8.1. Scale-invariant problems. Scale-invariant problems studied by Schaeffer and

Shearer [10] consist of system (1) with a = 0 and initial data that is continuous and

piecewise linear. Schaeffer and Shearer construct piecewise linear solutions of this
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problem. As in Lee [7], the speed s of a transition front from an elastic state to a

plastic state is given by
d Vr;

I = ,27)

where the (vE, rrE, yE) is the elastic state. We compute the numerical experiment

with the following parameters:

• computational domain -1 < x < 1 and t > 0,

• parameters: a = 0, c = 100, and H(y) = y/0.27 ,

• initial data: w(x, 0) = 90x, cr(x, 0) =-l.l|x|, y(x, 0) =-|x|,

• since the initial data and the expected solution are piecewise linear, we extrap-

olate linearly the values of the solution in the interior of the computational

domain to the boundary.

In Fig. 7 (see p. 302) we show the initial states and the states after 10 and 210

time steps. The sound speed in these calculations is 100. We observe two transition

waves; first an elastic-to-plastic (loading) front that travels at a speed of « 901.2

and a plastic-to-elastic (unloading) front that travels at a speed of « 71.23. Both

speeds are in the range predicted by the analysis of this problem, 900 and 71.878

respectively. In Fig. 8 (see p. 303) we do a comparison with the exact solution given

by Schaeffer and Shearer analysis.

8.2. Quasi-static solutions. A second numerical experiment is performed for a

solution to system (1) with initial values that are constant for a ,x, and y, and

linear for the velocity. For such initial values the solution will satisfy vt = 0, ax =

0, tv = 0, and yx — 0 for all (x, t). Since the solution is expected to be linear in

x we choose conditions on the boundary that are a linear extrapolation of the values

in the interior of the domain.

We perform the numerical experiment with the following parameters:

• computational domain — 1 < x < 1 and t > 0,

• parameters: a = 0.3, c = 100, and H'{y) = 2/(3-^/1 - y),

• initial data: v(x, 0) = lOx, a(x, 0) = 0.265, y(x, 0) = 0.3 , and r(x, 0) =

0.1.

At t = 0.0005, the deformation becomes plastic. The evolution of the solution is

shown in Fig. 9 (see p. 304).
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Fig. 7. Scale-invariant deformations
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Fig. 8. Scale-invariant deformation comparison
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Fig. 9. Quasi-static deformations

8.3. Lee's problem for a loading rod under impact. In [7], Lee studied the problem

of propagation of plastic waves in a rod, resulting from the normal impact at an end

of the rod. The hyperbolic system describing such deformations formally resembles

system (1):

vt = -p 'ax:

et = ~Vx>
(28)

where v is the velocity in the x direction, e is the strain, a is the stress, and p

is the density. The stress-strain relation (a — <7p(e)) is given by a typical curve (see

[7]) as in Fig. 10. The slope of the linear segment OA is E, the Young Modulus,

and Y is the initial yield stress. This curve has a continuous derivative at the yield
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stress Y . The stress-strain relation is described by

( <7„(£) if e = e „,
o(x,t) = a(e{x,t)) = l p (29)

I ffp(£max) - ^max " £) lf 6 < fimax '

where £max = max{e(x, s) for s < t} .

The impact problem is modeled by prescribing zero initial conditions on the stress

and velocity and boundary conditions which are a given constant velocity on the left

boundary and zero stress on the right boundary. Since no analytic expression is given

in [7] for the stress-strain relation we rescale the problem and look for solutions that

are qualitatively similar to the solution obtained from Lee's analysis. Thus we rescale
2 — 1

the problem by c0 = E/p, s = c0t, and u = -Evc0 . The system is now written as

"* = <T,C' (30)

Ees = Ux ■

Since there will be no room for confusion in what follows, we proceed to rename the

scaled time by t.

We fit the nonlinear part of the function crp(e), as given in Fig. 10, by means of

a parabola. We write e = H(a (e)), where H(a) is defined by

f E~la if (j = Y,

A y\2 .f , v (31)[ E a + E p(o-Y) if a >Y,

with [1 a parameter to be assigned. Then, along a deformation, we have the stress-

strain relation:

e = J E-'a + E-'Ka^-Y)1 ifa<amax,

if(T = C7max>

where a = 0"o(£max) • We write H(o) = /?(<j - Y)2 . Now system (28) is expressed

Fig. 10. Stress-strain curve
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as
Ut = ax>

{a + H{y))t = ux, (33)

y - max{o-(x, s) for 5 < ,

which follows the description provided in the previous sections.

In Lee's analysis we expect to observe an elastic linear loading wave attached to

the leading edge of a plastic rarefaction propagating from the left boundary. When

the elastic wave reaches the right boundary, it reflects as an unloading wave which

dampens the plastic wave. From Lee's analysis, in the (x, /)-plane we expect regions

of loading and unloading to appear roughly as in Fig. 11.

Lee pointed out that at a critical value of the velocity at the left boundary, the

upper "bag" of plastic deformation will detach from the main body. This situation

is observed in our calculations. We fix the parameter /?, /? = 0.5 and look at

solutions for different left boundary conditions. We performed two experiments

with velocity vL = -6 and -4.2 respectively. In Fig. 12, we show the regions of

plastic deformation and the contour plots of the stress and yield stress. The first

graph corresponds to the case where vL = -6 and we observe that the plastic region

is simply connected. The second graph has values vL = -4.2 and corresponds to the

case where the elastic region splits into two pieces.

Fig. 11. Loading regions
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Fig. 12. Regions of plastic deformation in two of Lee's examples

9. Appendix: Wave curves. The function <p(a), as defined in (15), is a monotone

increasing function while defined. Therefore, a sufficient condition for the existence

of a global solution to the Riemann problem is that <p(a) be an unbounded function.

We examine the growth of (p in various cases.

1. Assume that a = 0 . In this case y — a when loading and

dcp = c{ 1 + H'(c))'/2 da.

•(a) If there is a erp < +oo such that lirn^^ H\o) = oc , near <7p we write

H\a) = 0((<7p - ay").

(al) If /? > 2 then lini^^ q>{o) = +oo.

(a2) If /? < 2 then lim^^ cp{a) is bounded.

•(b) Otherwise (p{a) is defined for all a and concave up, therefore un-

bounded.
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2. For a > 0.

•(a) If there is a yp < +oo such that lim H\y) = a 2, then <rp = a(yp)
yp

is also finite. Near yp , we have that d$> 1 (1 - a2H'(y))l/2 dy and

'p •

•(b) If lim H'{y) — a~2, we write (1 - a2H'(y)) = 0{y~^) for large

*p
therefore <p(o) - <J>(y(cr)) is finite as a —> o]

-2 •* /, 2
-y^oonw)=c  

with p < 0 .

• If p > 2 , (p(y) and a{y) are bounded as y —> oo .

• If 1 < p < 2 , <p(y) is unbounded and a(y) is bounded as y —► oo .

• If P < 1 , <p(y) and a(y) are bounded as y —> oo.

•(c) Otherwise <p(y) and a(y) are bounded as y —> oo.

In (3) we give different examples of strain-stress relations. Case (3-i) corresponds

to linear plasticity and shear bands cannot be produced. Cases (3-ii) and (3-iii) do

allow the growth of a shear band and case (3-iv) does also when a / 0. We use case

(3-iv) with a = 0 to model the problem studied by Lee [7] for the deformation of a

rod. This case does not exhibit shear bands.
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